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Abstract. Software is constantly evolving and to successfully comprehend and manage this evolutionary change is a challenging task which
requires traceability support. In this paper we propose a novel approach
to traceability as a cornerstone for successful impact analysis and change
management, in the context of collaborative software quality management. We ﬁrst motivate the crucial role of traceability within lifecycle
management of the new generation of distributed fragmented software
services. Based on the model-based collaborative software quality management framework of Living Models, we then categorize software quality management services and identify novel types of traceability. This
is followed by an overview and classiﬁcation of sample software quality
management services from literature, enabled by the interrelation with
the identiﬁed types of traceability. From this classiﬁcation we derive the
need for further research on traceability in collaborative software quality
management.
Keywords: Collaborative software quality management · Traceability ·
Software change management · Software evolution

1

Introduction

In modern IT systems distributed across organizational and system boundaries
the grand challenge for software quality management becomes the coordination of people, methods, processes and tools [5]. Current quality management
processes and methods are not yet capable to scale up to the novel arising scenarios like cars and aircrafts communicating to each other, health records exchanged
on national level or energy traded all over continents, for several reasons.
First, an integrated view of the full service life cycle from business alignment,
service design to deployment and runtime monitoring is of utmost importance.
This becomes immediately obvious for the quality attribute of security. Security requirements are mostly negative requirements and security vulnerabilities
may originate from all parts of the service lifecycle including, for instance, organizational ﬂaws, design failures or deﬁciencies in runtime conﬁguration. The
necessary integration of diﬀerent processes and data, for example from IT management and software development, is hardly supported in current practice and
theory.
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Second, the new generation of software services is of inherent evolutionary
character. Novel technologies make ﬂexible composition of services technically
feasible. However, current quality management methods and tools do not support change and evolution at a level of eﬀectiveness which is required by the
complexity of the novel application scenarios.
Finally, new business models require new kinds of quality management
processes. As an example, Sneed [44] has recently pointed out the new role
of testing for systems incorporating cloud services.
To successfully comprehend and manage continuous software change, stakeholders must ﬁrst identify what will be aﬀected by any proposed change - forecast and analyze its potential impacts. This implies the necessity to record and
maintain the traces among artifacts to guarantee traceability. Traceability, as
a general term in software engineering, is the ability to describe and follow
the life of software artifacts [50]. This is a generalization of the requirements
traceability deﬁnition of Gotel and Finkelstein [21] to arbitrary artifacts. In a
model-based context, the artifacts of interest are models, conforming to one or
more meta models. Traceability in this context is predominantly concerned with
typed relationships (often called trace links or traces) between models and model
elements - i.e., traceability needs to relate elements in a source model to the corresponding elements in a target model (in a transformation chain) and vice versa
(which further implies that trace information ought to be generated as a result
of model transformations). For example, trace links help with tracking which
part of the code satisﬁes which requirements, monitoring the (implementation,
test) status of requirements, or measuring coverage of artifacts by test cases.
Unfortunately, impact analysis and traceability are not easy tasks, due to the
complexity and size of software systems nowadays, their ever-changing artifacts
with complex interdependencies, short development cycles, and numerous stakeholders involved in the process. Moreover, the information amount increases
signiﬁcantly over time, as the services evolve. As a result, keeping trace links
synchronized is a cumbersome, time-consuming, expensive and error-prone task,
often resulting in undesired confusion concerning the software product’s current
status.
In this paper we argue that a novel approach to traceability (as a cornerstone
for successful impact analysis and, thus, software change and quality management) is a prerequisite to overcome the aforementioned challenges. This novel
approach presupposes identiﬁcation of novel trace types, particularly those speciﬁc to concrete environments (so to achieve the full potential and beneﬁts of
traceability use in such environments).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
state-of-the-art. Section 3 sketches Living Models, a conceptual framework for
collaborative software quality management, and identiﬁes as well as categorizes
relevant types of collaborative software quality management services. Section 4
presents the associated new types of traceability. Section 5 provides examples of
beneﬁcial use of traceability in all service categories. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes
this paper.
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State-of-the-Art

Before discussing the existing classiﬁcations of traceability, we must ﬁrst justify the need for such classiﬁcations. In short, classiﬁcation of traceability into
types leads to: better understanding of the traceability links, their meaning and
semantics [37]; better management and evaluation of trace links [37]; ability to
perform automatic operations with traces [33]; and better visual representation
of trace links, as a result of the possibility to customize the visualization to a
speciﬁc type of traceability link.
Classiﬁcation of software traceability has been addressed earlier on several
occasions [45]. These classiﬁcations were based on several criteria: the types
of the related artifacts, the activities connected to the relation (e.g., evolution,
veriﬁcation, impact analysis), the elements and properties of trace links (diﬀerent
tasks may require access to a speciﬁc set of links, based on their properties [29]),
and others.
Besides the well-known concepts of pre- and post- requirement specification,
forward and backward, horizontal and vertical, functional and non-functional
traceability [50], some other, model-specific classiﬁcations have been proposed.
The simplest taxonomy is the one with manual (trace link established manually
in the trace model) and automatic (created by a tool) trace types [36]. According to transformation traceability, traces are produced as a result of (automatic)
model transformations and indicate how source elements are related to target
elements and vice versa. Galvao et al. [18] classify the traceability approaches in
model-based and model-driven engineering into three categories: requirementsdriven approaches use requirements models as abstractions to guide their traceability methods; modeling approaches are interested in how meta models, models
and conceptual frameworks are involved in the tracing process; transformation
approaches make use of model transformation mechanisms for generating trace
information. Another taxonomy is on post-model-specification (i.e., traceability
of models to and from various artifacts produced by their use) and pre-modelspecification traceability [39]. A similar taxonomy is given in [50]: pre-model-,
intra-model-, and post-model- traceability - “denoting traceability between early
artifacts and the first model, traceability between the gradually refined models,
and traceability between the final model and the non-model artifacts generated or
derived from it, respectively”.
Further traceability classiﬁcations in model-based software engineering have
been developed so to emphasize diﬀerent attributes or characteristics of traceability [37]. More precisely, two directions for classiﬁcations can be identiﬁed in
the literature: classiﬁcations that focus on explicit trace links (captured directly
in models by using a suitable concrete syntax) and implicit trace links (trace
information is generated as a result of an application of model management
operation(s)) [37].
Problems with Existing Traceability Classifications. Unfortunately, all of
the proposed classiﬁcations are diﬃcult to evaluate and compare because there is
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no common level of abstraction and usually no unambiguous or formal deﬁnition
of the diﬀerent categories, and, additionally, the categories themselves cannot
be separated clearly [50]. The classiﬁcations vary from more or less abstract,
conceptual classiﬁcations to concrete ones (i.e., traceability meta models). It
can be stated that the deﬁnition and the basic classiﬁcations of model-related
traceability are still not agreed upon.
Furthermore, some of the more obvious open issues in model-based traceability can easily be identiﬁed by analyzing the referenced traceability classiﬁcations
and types: lack of automation to cope with traceability in the early development
stages in model-based approaches should be addressed, as well as mechanisms for
the evolution of trace links; better trace meta models for enhancing model-based
traceability should be developed; more eﬃcient management of ﬁne grained trace
links is needed.

3

Collaborative Software Quality Management

In this section, we outline the model-based collaborative software quality management framework Living Models and related quality management services,
which together provide the context for identifying novel traceability types. For
a more detailed presentation of Living Models, we refer to [2].
3.1

The Living Models Framework

The scope of Living Models is not only software engineering but includes also IT
management and systems operation. Accordingly, the stakeholders we envisage
range from IT and security managers to system analysts, developers, testers to
platform responsibles and network administrators.
In a Living Models environment all kind of information is conceptualized in
a model-aware way. We distinguish functional data (like data about business
processes, services, components or physical infrastructure elements [30,31]) and
non-functional data (like a security requirement, a test case or a bug attached to
a component [16]). We assume that each non-functional data instance is attached
to a functional data instance. Our minimum requirement to model awareness is
that all data instances adhere to a global meta model. The global meta model
may vary in the degree of rigor, e.g., comprising both a partial meta model representing the abstract syntax of a programming language and a partial meta model
capturing informally described requirements and their interdependencies. In [2]
we have presented a reference meta model integrating the enterprise architecture
and the software engineering domain (Fig. 1).
Living Models suggests stakeholder-centric model-based work environments.
These environments support the tasks of the stakeholders involved and use models to provide concepts and information at an appropriate abstraction level. An
example for a stakeholder-centric model-based work environment is a modelbased testing tool supporting the tester to design, execute and evaluate tests [17],
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Fig. 1. Reference functional system meta model of living models

whereas IT architects may use a UML tool for modeling and analyzing a system’s
components.
Third, Living Models comprise close coupling of models and the runtime as a
prerequisite that stakeholders can take proper decisions. The minimum requirement for this coupling is a process deﬁning the responsibilities, the points of
time when the synchronization between model and runtime takes place and the
automated and manual tasks within the synchronization. Examples for such synchronization processes are model-based software development (i.e., generating
runtime artifacts out of models) [32,47] or semi-automated workﬂow-controlled
model maintenance [13].
A fourth major principle is concerned with the collaboration of stakeholders.
Living Models proposes a change-driven interaction between stakeholders. This
comprises change events (e.g., a modiﬁed model element or a time event), change
propagation to linked elements and change handling encompassing coordinated
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Fig. 2. Core concepts of living models

manual and automated actions. As a reference model we employ state machines
attached with model elements to control the change-driven workﬂows (Fig. 2).
3.2

Collaborative Quality Management Services

The Living Models paradigm incorporates the following categories of executable
software quality management services:
– Knowledge Engineering Services provide each stakeholder with information at the appropriate level of abstraction, way of presentation and degree
of quality (e.g., preciseness, actuality). The information may potentially originate from all data resources in the software life cycle, comprising, for example,
software portfolio management, business process modeling, requirements engineering, test reports, code, bug tracking, and many more. Examples of Knowledge Engineering services are services for information aggregation, visualization and maintenance, for example sophisticated views for Enterprise Architecture Models or code bases [25] and semi-automated maintenance services
for Enterprise Architecture Models [11].
– Analysis Services apply assistive analysis techniques at model instance and
meta model level and on runtime data to enhance model quality and to control processes. Examples for analysis services comprise analysis of code level
information (service code, tests, bugs) [1], model consistency checks [9,27] or
risk models [15,35,46] controlling test processes.
– Change-Driven Engineering Services coordinate quality relevant actions
of stakeholders in dynamic contexts. These services track and propagate
changes and coordinate change handling. Services of this kind can be found
in many tools, e.g., in form of tickets in requirements and defect management
tools.
– Basic Quality Actions refer to any quality related action performed on a
homogeneous data base or in a given tool, either in a (semi-)automated or
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manual way. This, for example, comprises all testing services, code generation
out of models, reviews or static code analysis. Since in this paper we are
focusing on collaborative aspects, basic quality actions are not considered
further.
The above categorization of collaborative quality management services may
not be sharp in all cases. For instance, data visualization may require sophisticated data analysis, and thus may adhere both to Knowledge Management and
Analysis services.
The concept of Living Models has been developed in several third party
funded projects. It has been materialized in research prototypes and tool environments of industrial partners. Case studies have been conducted in manifold
contexts, including security requirements engineering [3], enterprise architecture
management [11] and system testing [14].

4

Traceability Categories

Traceability between artifacts is the core concept to provide the services listed
before in the context of the model-based collaborative software quality management framework of Living Models. Having also in mind the aforementioned
beneﬁts of traceability classiﬁcations, and the services of Living Models, we identiﬁed the following traceability categories.
Design Time Traceability. Design time traceability denotes traceability at
the level of design time and management artifacts. This includes both the wellknown notions of horizontal and vertical traceability in literature, as deﬁned, for
example, in [22,49]. Horizontal traceability concerns the interconnection of data
at the same level of abstraction (e.g., recording dependencies between requirements), whereas vertical traceability concerns the interconnection of data across
levels of abstraction (e.g., linking requirements with software architecture artifacts or linking application level model elements with infrastructure model elements in an Enterprise Architecture Model).
Deployment Traceability. Deployment traceability is the traceability
between design time artifacts and information collected at runtime (e.g.,
deployed system components, runtime events, key performance indicators like
service duration). An example for deployment traceability is the attachment of
workﬂow models with the maximum number of running instances.
Evolution Traceability. Evolution traceability is the traceability of information across versions, like versions of component implementations or models. Evolution traceability may vary in its granularity and kind of representation. For
instance, model history may be documented on model element level (documenting the history of each model element) or on model type level (documenting
the history of the whole model), and may be stored as change operation or as
sequence of model versions [2].
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Stakeholder Action Traceability. Stakeholder action traceability means the
association of events or actions with the stakeholders involved. Stakeholder
action traceability has many facets since the tracking may vary in the kind of
information that is tracked and in the way how stakeholders are represented (e.g.,
as institutions, roles or persons). Accordingly, stakeholder traceability might be
unwanted or even legally prohibited due to privacy reasons.

5

Traceability Supporting Collaborative Software Quality
Management Services

In this section we interrelate the categorized kinds of software quality management services with the categorized kinds of traceability (Fig. 3). We do this by
referring to approaches from literature which consider applications of traceability within the domain of software quality management services. The following
categorization may not be sharp in all cases, due to the previously mentioned
non-sharp categorization of Collaborative Software Quality Management Services. Some of the examples may fall into several service and/or traceability
types but are representative for the category where they are listed.

Fig. 3. Collaborative quality management services and traceability types

5.1

Traceability Support for Knowledge Engineering Services

Design Time Traceability. Mohan and Ramesh [34] discuss the key role
played by a traceability-based knowledge management system in documenting
design decisions associated with various conﬁgurations of basic building blocks
on which service family architectures are based on and in tracing variability. A
framework for managing traceability knowledge for the design and development
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of e-service families, based on the REMAP (Representation and Maintenance of
Process Knowledge) environment [41], is presented. Using the case study, they
illustrate the importance of using such a knowledge management system for
the design and development of service families. Furthermore, in [38] traceability across design artifacts in software project, i.e., from product speciﬁcation
to interface requirements speciﬁcation, software requirement speciﬁcation and
system components, is addressed.
Deployment Traceability. Conklin and Begeman [7] describe an applicationspeciﬁc hypertext system designed to facilitate capturing of early design deliberations. As consequence, traceability relations may lead to the reuse of system
components when these components are related to requirements of existing systems that are similar to requirements of new systems.
Evolution Traceability. Goknil et al. [20] present a tool built to support
reasoning about requirements relations, as well as consistency checking of relations and for inferring new relations. This tool supports better understanding of
dependencies between requirements, tracking model history and changes (either
at model element or type level).
Stakeholder Action Traceability. Li and Maalej [26] present a comparative study of common traceability visualization techniques, including an experiment and interviews with 24 participants. This study supports the ﬁnding that
traceability, in general, helps users in describing and tracking the relationships
between software artifacts, while diﬀerent visualization techniques (matrices,
graphs, hyperlinks, lists) visualize these relationships and help users to access
and understand them.
5.2

Traceability Support for Analysis Services

Design Time Traceability. Felderer et al. [15] and Stallbaum et al. [46] apply
risk models based on traceable design artifacts for testing purposes.
Deployment Traceability. Gander et al. [19] present a pluggable framework
for multi-level security monitoring of workﬂows, which links event information
and modeling speciﬁcation in order to perform compliance detection and anomaly detection. In [51] authors propose a traceability based knowledge management approach to support adaptation of workﬂows capability in Workﬂow Management Systems. They present a framework for representing traceability knowledge to capture the context in which workﬂows are speciﬁed and evolved. They
also discuss the functionalities of a knowledge management system that can support dynamic reconﬁguration of workﬂows in the context of changing business
processes as well as for maintaining their integrity.
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Evolution Traceability. Hata et al. [23] present a ﬁne-grained version control
system for Java called Historage. This system targets Java software and conducts
ﬁne-grained prediction of bugs with well-known historical metrics (ﬁne-grained
module histories). Maletic et al. [28] present an XML based approach to support
the evolution of model-to-model traceability links is presented. This approach
allows for versioning and diﬀerencing of speciﬁc elements of the models versus
just lines or whole ﬁles.
Stakeholder Action Traceability. Zimmermann et al. [52] apply data mining
of version histories in order to guide programmers along related changes.
5.3

Traceability Support for Change-Driven Engineering Services

Design Time Traceability. Felderer et al. [14] present a model-driven system testing methodology for service-centric systems called Telling TestStories,
its tool implementation and the underlying model validation mechanism. This
methodology is based on tightly integrated but separated platform-independent
requirements, system and test models. Telling TestStories is capable of testdriven development on the model level and provides full traceability between
all system and testing artifacts. Change propagation between the system, test
and requirements artifacts is used for regression test derivation. In [48] authors
discuss facilitating change management in geographically distributed software
engineering by eﬀective discovery and establishment of dependency links using
domain models which provide a common reference point. The proposed method
advocates the use of domain models throughout the whole development life-cycle
and is apt to facilitate multi-site software engineering.
Deployment Traceability. The authors of [4,12,24] deal with synchronization
of Enterprise Architecture Models with the runtime environment. The ﬁrst paper
investigates a speciﬁc Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) considered as the nervous
system of an enterprise interconnecting business applications and processes as an
information source. A vendor-speciﬁc ESB data model is reverse-engineered and
transformation rules for three representative EA information models are derived.
These transformation rules are further employed to perform automated model
transformations making the ﬁrst step towards an automated EA documentation.
In the second paper the authors propose network scanning for automatic data
collection and uses an existing software tool for generating EA models based on
the IT infrastructure of enterprises. The third paper presents (semi-)automated
processes for maintaining enterprise architecture models by gathering information from both human input and technical interfaces and discusses implementation issues for realizing the processes in practice. This work aims toward the
direction of minimizing manual work for EAM by automation and increasing EA
data quality attributes such as consistency and actuality.
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Table 1. Examples of traceability supporting Collaborative Software Quality Management Services
Knowledge management

Data analysis

Change-driven engineering

Design time
traceability

Framework for managing Risk models based on design
traceability
artifacts are used for
knowledge for the
testing purposes [15, 46]
design and
Identify components and
development of
objects which satisfies a
e-service families [34]
requirement [10]
based on the REMAP Test procedures, if traceable
(Representation and
to requirements or
Maintenance of
designs, can be modified
Process Knowledge)
when errors are
environment [41]
discovered [40]
Traceability across
Rigorous system testing by
design artifacts in
supporting vertical
software project, i.e.,
traceability; Rigorous
from product
vertical software system
specification to
testing In IDE [42]
interface
System testing by relating
requirements
requirements with test
specification,
models and indicating
software requirement
routes for demonstrating
specification and
product compliance [45]
system
components [38]

Change propagation between
the system, test and
requirements artifacts is
used for regression test
derivation [14]
Propagation of changes
during redesign [8]
Facilitating change
management in
geographically distributed
software engineering by
effective discovery and
establishment of
dependency links using
domain models [48]

Deployment
traceability

Traceability may lead to
Multi-level security
the reuse of system
monitoring of
components when
workflows [19]
these components are Dynamic reconfiguration of
related to
workflows in the context
requirements of
of changing business
existing systems [45]
processes as well as for
maintaining their
integrity [51]

Synchronisation of Enterprise
Architecture Models with
the runtime
environment [4, 12, 24]

Evolution
traceability

Tracking model history
and changes (either
at model element or
type level) [20]

Prediction of bugs based on
fine-grained module
histories [23]
An XML based approach to
support the evolution of
model-to-model
traceability links [28]

Event-Based Traceability for
Managing Evolutionary
Change [6]

Stakeholder action
traceability

Visualization of
traceability [26]

Data mining of version
histories in order to guide
programmers along
related changes [52]

Change-driven collaborative
security requirements
management [43] maintenance and
evaluation of security
requirements in multi-user
environments through
state-based workflows

Evolution Traceability. Cleland-Huang et al. [6] propose a new method of
event-based traceability for managing evolutionary change, which is applicable even in a heterogeneous and globally distributed development environment.
Traceable artifacts are no longer tightly coupled but are linked through an event
service, which creates an environment in which change is handled more eﬃciently,
and artifacts and their related links are maintained in a restorable state. The
method also supports enhanced project management for the process of updating
and maintaining the system artifacts.
Stakeholder Action Traceability. Sillaber and Breu [43] elaborate on changedriven collaborative security requirements management, maintenance and evaluation of security requirements in multi-user environments through state-based
workﬂows.
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Summarizing, we can state that there are many existing approaches in
research that focus on design time traceability, as visible in Table 1. For the use of
deployment, evolution and stakeholder action traceability much less research has
been conducted. However, in each category recent research could be identiﬁed
[12,23,26].

6

Conclusion

In this paper we ﬁrst presented novel categories of software quality management
services, i.e., knowledge engineering, analysis, and change-driven engineering,
and types of traceability, i.e., design-time, deployment, evolution, and stakeholder action traceability, derived from the conceptual framework of Living Models for collaborative software quality management. These trace types empower
the software quality management services of Living Models. Through interrelating the traceability and quality management services we demonstrated not only
the bandwidth of software quality management services exploiting traceability
but also the need for further research in this area.
In our future work we will further develop our classiﬁcation of trace types,
for example by identifying trace types for supporting IT management, systems
operation and software engineering. In addition, we will invest eﬀorts in developing and integrating powerful interactive visual solutions, based on premises
from this paper, to support the exploration of trace links belonging to the newly
identiﬁed trace categories.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially funded by the research project QE
LaB - Living Models for Open Systems (www.qe-lab.at).
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